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Queue Streaming Model, Part 1: Theory
Anup Zope, Student Member, IEEE, and Edward Luke, Senior Member, IEEE,

Abstract—A model of computation for shared memory parallelism is presented. To address fundamental constraints of modern
memory systems, the presented model constrains how parallelism interacts with memory access patterns and in doing so provides a
method for design and analysis of algorithms that estimates reliable execution time based on a few architectural parameters. This
model is presented as an alternative to modern thread based models that focus on computational concurrency but rely on reactive
hardware policies to hide and amortize memory latencies. Since the hardware uses reactive mechanisms and heuristics to deduce the
data access requirement of computations, the memory access costs of these threaded programs may be difficult to reliably predict. In
this paper, we present the queue streaming model that aims to address these shortcomings by providing a prescriptive mechanism to
achieve latency-amortized and predictable-cost data access.
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1 INTRODUCTION

MODERN multi-core and many-core processors pro-
vide large computational capacity while keeping the

power consumption in check. They can execute thousands
of arithmetic instructions in a time required for one random
access to the Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) [1],
[2]. As a result, lightweight computations frequently stall
the cores for data. Yet, processor architectures, programming
languages (such as C++ [3]), and multithreading technolo-
gies (such as OpenMP [4]) typically describe concurrency
and computational structure without explicitly exposing the
considerable costs associated with data access.

In order to satisfy the requirements of a broad range of
algorithms, modern processors [5], [6] allow random access
to the DRAM similar to the von Neumann architecture.
To amortize the latency cost of the random access, they
use a multi-level cache that reduces the data access cost
for reused data. The cache system is transparent to the
programmers. It does not need special programming se-
mantics. However, it is also difficult to explicitly control
in programs. Programmers need to use an algorithm and
data layout that presents higher locality to the cache and
expect the memory system will optimize data movement
so as to maximize bandwidth and minimize latency. In
addition to this, the cache system also tracks concurrent
reads and writes for coherency of the data across the cores
which can increase the cost of the data access if care is not
taken to lower such occurrences. Programmers can estimate
the I/O cost of a parallel algorithm from its locality, access
pattern, concurrency and cache parameters, and reduce it
through program transformations. However, the estimation
can be far different from the real cost due to lack of cache
control and precise knowledge of the details of the cache
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and memory scheduling operations.
Another way to lower the data access cost is to have

concurrent execution contexts [6], [7] on each core. If at least
one context has data for its computation at any instant, the
core remains busy. This technique hides the latency of the
scattered data access. However, each context gets a smaller
allocation of the core’s resources such as registers, cache,
and scratchpad. It necessitates smaller working set size per
context to avoid thrashing. A smaller working set size may
reduce opportunities for data reuse so that even though
latency is hidden by simultaneous scattered accesses, the
overall I/O cost may increase due to increased bandwidth
requirement.

To address high latency costs, a core can use a hardware
prefetcher that speculatively issues load requests before
the core demands the data [8], [9]. A more sophisticated
prefetcher prediction logic provides a wider coverage of
the suitable data access patterns. However, a complex
prefetcher also consumes larger chip area and power. Also,
if the prefetcher fails to anticipate the desired data access
pattern, then it proves ineffective for hiding latency. Modern
processors have prefetchers that detect fine-grained sequen-
tial and strided access pattern [5], [6]. Therefore, they are
useful only in operations that scan through a region in the
DRAM. They also provide software prefetch instructions
for other data access patterns. However, their overuse may
lower the performance since they consume the core’s cycles.
Due to these restrictions, the fine-grained (speculative or
explicit) prefetching may not improve the performance of an
algorithm that has a coarse-grained but predictable access
pattern.

Since the prefetched data occupies cache space, the cache
replacement policy also determines the data access cost. If
the replacement policy distinguishes between the single-use
streamed data (from a scan operation) and the reused data
(from cache blocking), it can prevent eviction of the reused
data due to the streaming access [10]. On the other hand, if
the programmer’s intention is to reuse the streamed data,
the same replacement policy becomes the cause of cache
thrashing.
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Most cache techniques lower the latency of the data
access using a reactive approach that responds to resource
requests. This strategy has certain advantages. First, reactive
policies respond to the runtime data access demand of
a program. Therefore, they are useful when the program
cannot plan the data access ahead of time. Second, they
automate the movement of the data through the cache.
This takes away the burden from the software develop-
ers and processor’s execution engines. Third, they keep
the operational semantics of the processor intact. It allows
changes to the reactive policies without disrupting existing
programs. The downside of the reactive approach is that
the programmer loses control over the hardware’s behavior.
Performance is optimized through the reorganization of the
instructions and data that can trigger a useful response from
the reactive machinery. In some situations, such a rearrange-
ment is beneficial, in others, it degrades performance. Since
the latency cost of a program is often highly dependent on
specific policies employed by these reactive components, it
is very difficult to create programs that have portable high
performance. Generally, there is not a fixed set of require-
ments for these reactive systems because advanced reactive
features come at costs of power and chip area. Therefore,
changes to these features that better optimize these costs are
often a component of new architecture designs.

What is needed are models of computation that describe
not only concurrency, but also address the real and funda-
mental constraints that memory systems impose: Memories
that have high capacity also have high latency costs and re-
quire burst data transfers to achieve maximum bandwidth,
while high speed memories that are close to cores are rela-
tively small and require careful staging to avoid thrashing.
What is needed is support for prescriptive methods that
allow software to convey the data access requirements of a
computation to the hardware such that efficient scheduling
of latency-amortized and predictable-cost data access can be
achieved. Ideally, these prescriptive methods should have
low hardware overhead in that effective scheduling can be
performed with minimal control logic, chip area and power
consumption. In this paper, we provide a notional hardware
model that supports a form of prescriptive access pattern for
algorithm development. It is loosely based on the general
concept of streaming computations, but is developed with
the goal of describing a contract between the hardware and
software developers that would facilitate development of
performance portable software. We present the model as
layers of four levels, level-0 to level-3. Each additional level
has enhanced features compared to the previous levels. In
a subsequent paper, henceforth called PART-2 1, we present
applications of the model to algorithms of common interest
such as merge sort, sparse matrix - dense vector multipli-
cation, and the MapReduce [11] programming model, and
present implications of the cost analysis on the design of
processor and memory system.

2 THE QUEUE STREAMING MODEL

We made several observations that provide the motivation
for the definition of the queue streaming model (QSM). First,
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it is a well known fact that bandwidth is improving much
faster compared to latency. Any improvement in the latency
implies an improvement in the bandwidth [1], [12]. Second,
the DRAM provides the highest efficiency, in terms of both
the power and time, when a computation fetches the entire
row of a bank. Therefore, block-by-block streaming access,
where a block is equal to the rows of the concurrent DRAM
banks, has the lowest cost. Third, the streamed data occupies
the cache space: If a computation performs scattered access
only to the data stored in the cache, it incurs lower access
cost. Fourth, using the cache for write-only data wastes a
precious resource. Therefore, it is necessary to stream the
write-only data directly to the DRAM to save cache space.
It is also necessary to write the data to the DRAM in bursts
to amortize the cost of initiating a DRAM transaction. Fifth,
a read-modify-write operation on a multi-core processor re-
duces the number of DRAM accesses, but increases the data
access cost due to the expensive read-for-ownership (RFO)
cache coherency broadcast messages [5], [13]. Compared to
that, the read-only data access is inexpensive. Finally, even
though the cache coherency allows the cores on a multi-
core processor to perform fine grained communication, their
excessive use is detrimental to the performance due to the
coherency protocol. Hence, an optimal schedule tries to
lower the occurrences by coarsening the task granularity to
a level that minimizes the communication but also avoids
cache thrashing [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. These observations
have their roots in the fundamental physical constraints on
the shared memory processor and memory system design.
To abide by these constraints, the QSM specifies a structure
of computation that performs only streaming access, keeps
the data of each core independent, and avoids inter-core
communication. It also provides essential characteristics of
the hardware to realize the computation. Following four
subsections incrementally describe the model.

2.1 The Level-0 QSM
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the level-0 queue streaming processor.

The level-0 queue streaming processor (QSP) has P
identical cores which can compute concurrently and asyn-
chronously. The processor is connected to a global memory
of large capacity (∆g → ∞) through a queue scheduler. Each
core has its own set of queues that allow it to access data
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in the global memory. The queues issue the data access
requests to the scheduler according to the demand from
the cores. The queue scheduler serializes the data access
requests from the queues of all the cores. The queues are
also called as Cg-queues since they allow a computation to
access the global memory.

The global memory stores data in blocks of size ωg words,
which is also one unit of the data transfer between the queue
scheduler and the global memory. The reads and writes to
the global memory are symmetric, that is, they take the same
amount of time.

The number of queues on each core is N . A core needs
to configure a queue to get strictly sequential access to a
contiguous region in the global memory, called access region
of the queue. The limitations are that the access region of
any two queues on any core cannot overlap at any instant of
time, and a queue can be used either for reading or writing
to the access region. Once configured, the core needs to
activate the queue to start the data transfer and deactivate it
to stop the data transfer.

The queues serve three purposes. First, a queue
provides fine-grained streaming access to the access region
irrespective of the block size of the global memory. Each
queue tracks current position in the access region, which
points to the beginning of the region immediately after
configuration. Any operation on a queue takes effect with
respect to the current position at the time of the invocation.
A read queue provides advance(w) operation that reads w
words from the current position in the global memory and
advances it by w words. A write queue provides push(w,t)
operation that writes w words contained in t at the current
position in the global memory and advances it by w words.
A queue can be configured for either forward or backward
access to the access region. Second, they hide the latency of
the global memory data access. Each core has ∆0 words of
queue buffer that the queues on the core share. A read queue
uses it to store blocks prefetched from the global memory
and supplies the data to the core at word-level granularity
(ω0 = 1) as per its demand. A write queue uses it to
accumulate the data generated by the core and eventually
writes it to the global memory in block-level granularity.
Third, a read queue provides look-back access to the data in
the global memory using get(lb,w) operation, which supplies
w words to the core starting from the offset of lb words
before the current position in the access region. Each read
queue uses an additional portion of the queue buffer than
that is necessary to hide the read latency to supply the look-
back data to the core. The look-back distance available to a
core is finite due to the finite capacity of the queue buffer.
The cost of accessing the data from the queue buffer is low
and uniform (B0 →∞).

After activation of a read queue, it takes some time
to fill the buffer from the global memory before it can
start supplying the data to the core. After deactivation of
a write queue, it takes some time to empty out the buffer
content to the global memory. Therefore, the activation and
deactivation incurs an overhead due to the time required to
fill or empty the buffer. The overhead is og units of time. See
Section 3.2 for the estimation of the overhead.

The queue scheduler and the global memory provide
bandwidth of Bg words per unit time (called system band-

width). An individual core can achieve maximum band-
width of Bc words per unit time (called core bandwidth) such
that Bc ≤ Bg ≤ P × Bc. In other words, the cores and
the queue scheduler have sufficient resources to saturate
the system bandwidth when all the cores are active but
not necessarily when only a single core is active. Therefore,
the effective bandwidth when p ≤ P cores are active is
Bp = min(Bg, p ·Bc).

The queue scheduler uses fair scheduling to serve all
the queues on the processor such that a high bandwidth
computation on a core does not disproportionately slow
down a low bandwidth computation on another core. It
means that the queue scheduler serves a request from a
queue with bounded latency, irrespective of the number of
active queues on the entire processor. Better the worst case
bound, smaller is the queue buffer size necessary to make
the access latency-free (see Section 3.1).

Computation on this processor proceeds in a series of
steps called Cg-steps. A Cg-step is represented by a queue
streaming kernel. All or a subset of the cores execute the
kernel in following three phases:

1) Initialization. Each core configures and activates re-
quired number of queues.

2) Computation. They advance the read queues, read
data from their look-back, perform computations
on it and push the results to the global memory
through the write queues.

3) Finalization. Each core deactivates all the active
queues.

The cores synchronize when all the Cg-queues deacti-
vate, that is, when the Cg-step finalizes. This mechanism
provides implicit synchronization since the cores do not need
to communicate to synchronize. At a coarser level, this
model is similar to the BSP model [19] except that the cores
do not communicate with each other. The time slab between
the start and end of execution of a kernel is similar to a
superstep of the BSP model without the communication.

The computation phase could be viewed as a stream
of instruction windows. Each window represents an inde-
pendent computation that contains a mix of the queue ad-
vance and push operations that initiate interaction with the
global memory, and the arithmetic instructions (including
the queue look-back operation) that don’t interact with the
global memory. Since the instructions are also treated as a
stream, a core can use a queue to fetch the instructions.

The level-0 model requires that the assignment of the
windows to the cores is determined ahead of the kernel
execution (static schedule of execution) since the queue
activation and deactivation occurs only in the initialization
and finalization phase, respectively.

2.1.1 Estimation of the Execution Time

If we consider the average of the ratio of the arithmetic
instructions to the queue operations as a function of the
window size, the smallest window size that reflects the bulk
computational intensity of the instruction stream is termed
as sustainable window of the computation. If we denote by C
and D the average amount of time spent in executing the
arithmetic instructions and the average amount of global
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memory data accessed in the sustainable window, respec-
tively, the ratio C

D represents the sustainable computational
intensity of the computation. If p cores participate in the
execution of the kernel, pD

C < Bp implies that the kernel
is compute-bounded, otherwise it is bandwidth-bounded. If V
is the total data read and written to the global memory by
the queues on all the cores, the execution time of the kernel
is given by Equation 1. The overhead is amortized if V is
large.

t = max

(
C

pD
,

1

Bp

)
× V + og (1)

2.1.2 Estimation of the Look-back Distance
Since the queue buffer has limited capacity, the look-back
distance available to each read queue is finite. It is necessary
to know the look-back distance for determining the kernel
computation schedule. Here, we outline a method for its
estimation.

The queues use part of the queue buffer, let’s say
∆0,latency words, to store prefetched or accumulated blocks
that allows them to hide the memory access latency. The
read queues use the remaining part of the buffer to pro-
vide look-back access. Section 3.1 provides the estimate for
∆0,latency, that depends on the queue scheduler service time,
the burst size of each queue, the system bandwidth, and the
block size of the global memory. Since all these factors are
known in advance of the kernel computation, ∆0,latency can
be estimated. From this, the space available for the look-
back access is determined as ∆0,look-back = ∆0 −∆0,look-back.
This space is distributed to the read queues in proportion
to the sizes of their data types. This allows us to determine
the look-back distance of each read queue in terms of the
number of values of the queue’s type.

2.2 The Level-1 QSM
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the level-1 queue streaming processor.

In addition to the functionality of the level-0 model, the
level-1 model provides a local memory of ∆l words to each

core. Its access granularity is one word (ωl = 1). The cost of
accessing this memory is low and uniform (Bl → ∞). The
core explicitly controls the placement and eviction of data in
this memory. It can use the memory to accumulate interme-
diate results of a kernel computation or to store temporary
variables. Since the level-1 model functions similar to the
level-0 model, the execution time analysis, the requirement
of the queue buffer size and the queue scheduler are the
same as the level-0 model.

2.3 The Level-2 QSM
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the level-2 queue streaming processor.

The level-0 and level-1 models assume that it is pos-
sible to determine a sustainable window for a kernel that
represents the bulk computational characteristic of the com-
putation (e.g. the computational intensity) so that a load
balancing static schedule can be determined. However, the
kernels for which this is not possible, e.g. the kernels for
which the computation time of the windows is unknown or
has large variance, a static schedule can produce large load
imbalance. In this case, it is necessary that the cores dynam-
ically distribute the windows among themselves while the
kernel is running. The level-2 model provides Ns shared
queues, called Cg,s-queues. The cores can use them to
employ centralized or distributed queue work scheduling,
provided the region of the global memory accessed by
each window in the instruction stream is determinate and
the windows are data independent. The queues provide
synchronized, read-only, and sequential access to the data
in the global memory. The cost of the synchronous access to
a shared queue is os units of time.

The structure of a Cg-step of the level-2 model is sim-
ilar to the level-0 and level-1 models, except a few dif-
ferences. While the model continues to support activation
and deactivation of the exclusive queues (Cg-queues) in
the initialization and finalization phases, respectively, it also
allows it to happen in the computation phase. However, a
kernel can activate and deactivate the shared queues (Cg,s-
queues) only in the initialization and finalization phases,
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respectively. Cores synchronize when all the shared and
exclusive queues on the processor deactivate. Therefore, the
finalization phase initiates barrier synchronization between
the cores. In addition to this, each core has two execution
contexts (virtual cores) that equally divide the per core
resources such as the queues, queue buffer, and the local
memory among them. The overhead of a context switch is
ov units of time.

Each core uses the Cg-queues to access data in the
global memory. In the level-0 and level-1 model, the queues
are configured in the initialization phase since the static
schedule provides the extents of the access region for each
queue before the computation starts. In case of a dynamic
schedule, the extents are known, but the assignment of the
windows to the cores is unknown. Therefore, a dynamic
schedule requires cores capable of configuring, activating,
and deactivating the Cg-queues during the computation
phase while the extents for the configuration are read from
the Cg,s-queues that are configured in the initialization
phase.

While the dynamic scheduling can use a much finer
granularity (e.g. window level granularity) for better load
balancing, it results into excessive overhead from the
synchronized access to the Cg,s-queues and the activa-
tion/deactivation of the Cg-queues (combined overhead of
os + og) during the computation phase. Therefore, the dy-
namic schedule has to trade-off load balance with the over-
head by agglomerating consecutive windows into chunks.
Even with an optimal trade-off, the computation has to bear
the overhead. The two execution contexts allow enough
parallel slackness for overlapping the overhead with the
computation. A perfect overlap requires that each chunk
has enough computational cost to hide the overhead. That
is, Cchunk + ov & os + og . Though more than two contexts
provide better parallel slackness, they further divide the
resources on the core (such as the queues, queue buffer)
that are already limited due to the limited chip area.

A centralized work-queue scheduler requires only a
single Cg,s-queue for all the cores. Each core picks next
available chunk from the queue, configures and activates
requiredCg-queues, performs computations, deactivates the
Cg-queues, and repeats the process until the Cg,s-queue is
empty. A distributed work-queue scheduler requires one
Cg,s-queue per core. Each core executes the chunks from
its own shared queue until it is empty. After that, it tries to
steal chunks from the other cores until there are no chunks
left in any of the shared queues.

The execution time of the kernel is determinate if
the computation time of each window is determinate.
Since a dynamic schedule is used when the kernel is
compute-bounded, the computational cost of a chunk i
is given by, Cchunk,i =

∑ie
k=is

Ck units of time, where
the chunk contains windows in the range [is, ie]. The
time required to execute the chunk is given by, tchunk,i =
max ((Cchunk,i + ov), (og + os)). The total execution time of
a kernel on a level-2 model can be determined from the
particular dynamic scheduling algorithm it uses.

2.4 The Level-3 QSM
A large application that uses the QSM consists of multiple
kernels arranged as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the level-3 queue streaming processor.

edges in the graph represent data dependency between
the kernels. Any topological order of the nodes in the
DAG gives execution schedule of the application for a QSP.
However, the schedule may require a large amount of data
transfer between the queue buffer and the global memory
due to the producer-consumer relationship between the
kernels. Fusion of the kernels can lower the cost by elim-
inating storage of the intermediate streams in the global
memory provided the processor has a high bandwidth, large
capacity memory (larger than the local memory) for their
storage. Even if the memory does not have capacity large
enough to store the intermediate streams, the computation
can be staged in blocks (by partitioning the input and output
streams of the fused kernel) to accommodate for the limited
capacity.

For this purpose, the level-3 model provides an addi-
tional layer of queues, queue buffer and queue scheduler as
shown in Figure 4. The M1 buffer has capacity of ∆1 words,
bandwidth of B1 words per second, and block size of ω1

words. Usually, ∆0 < ∆1 � ∆g and B0 > B1 > Bg since
the buffer is closer to the cores compared to the global mem-
ory but farther than the M0 buffer. A fused kernel would
reduce the bandwidth cost if it stores the intermediate data
in the M1 buffer instead of the global memory.

An M0 queue (shared/exclusive) accesses data in the
M1 buffer through the M0 queue scheduler. Similarly, an
M1 queue accesses the data in the global memory through
the M1 queue scheduler. An M0 queue can access data in
the global memory by cascading with an M1 queue. If an
exclusive M0 queue is configured to access data in the global
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memory, it is called as a Cg-queue. If it is configured to
access data in the M1 buffer, it is called as a C1-queue.
Similarly, if a shared M0 queue is configured to access data
in the global memory, it is called as Cg,s-queue. If it is
configured to access data in the M1 buffer, it is called asC1,s-
queue. In this text, C1{,s}-queues refers to the C1-queues
and the C1,s-queues, and Cg{,s}-queues refers to the Cg-
queues and the Cg,s-queues.

The level-3 model expands the computational structure
of the level-0 and level-2 model. It consists of one or more
C1-steps nested in a Cg-step. Each step has the initialization,
computation and finalization phases. The initialization and
finalization phase of the Cg-step activate and deactivate
Cg{,s}-queues, and that of a C1-step activate and deactivate
C1{,s}-queues, respectively. The cores synchronize when the
Cg-step finalizes, that is, when the Cg{,s}-queues deactivate.
They also synchronize when a C1-step finalizes, that is,
when the C1{,s}-queues deactivate. The overhead of acti-
vation and deactivation of the C1{,s}-queues is o1 and that
of the Cg{,s}-queues is og units of time. The overhead of
synchronized access to a C1,s-queue or a Cg,s-queue is os
units of time. The level-3 model imposes the restriction that
all the C1{,s}-queues deactivate before all the Cg{,s}-queues
deactivate. The restriction automatically nests the C1-steps
inside the Cg-step. The nested structure also implies that
the C1-steps can use the Cg{,s}-queues. This computational
structure is similar to the hierarchical computation structure
of the Multi-BSP [20] model.

For the M1 buffer, ω1 < ωg . That is, the M1 buffer has
a smaller block size compared to the global memory. An
advantage of this is that the M0 buffer requires a smaller ca-
pacity to make the data access latency-free since it depends
on the block size of the next level of memory, that is, the
block size of the M1 buffer in this case. Also, the M1 buffer
can tolerate the larger block size of the global memory since
it has a larger capacity compared to the M0 buffer.

The execution time of a level-3 queue streaming kernel is
determined by summing the execution time of the Cg-step
and the nestedC1-steps. The cost analysis should use appro-
priate bandwidth for the C1-steps. If a C1-step uses only the
C1-queues, the effective bandwidth is Bp = min(B1, p ·Bc).
If it also uses one or more Cg-queues, the effective band-
width is Bp = min(Bg, p ·Bc).

The M0 buffer space required to make a C1-queue data
access latency-free is determined using the block size and
bandwidth of the M1 buffer, and the worst case service
time of the M0 queue scheduler. However, for a Cg-queue,
it is determined using the block size of the M1 buffer, the
worst case service time of the M1 queue scheduler, and the
bandwidth of the global memory. From these estimates, the
look-back available to a computation can be determined. In
contrast to the M0 buffer queues, the M1 buffer queues do
not use the additional space for the look-back. Instead, a
computation can use it to store intermediate results.

3 MANAGEMENT OF THE QUEUED ACCESS IN THE
QSM
Unlike the scattered access, which may incur latency for
each individual access, the queued access of the QSM incurs
the overhead once. Then each access from the queues is

latency-free. In other words, we can also say that the queues
amortize the overhead. In this section, we will highlight
the characteristics of the queue, queue buffer, and queue
scheduler necessary to achieve the latency-free data access
and also show way to estimate the look-back distance and
the overhead.

3.1 Queue Scheduler Policy and Queue Buffer Capacity

One of the purposes of the queues is to provide latency-
free access to the data in the global memory. Since they
work independently of one another, they simultaneously
generate data access requests. However, the queue sched-
uler serializes the requests because the link between the
queue scheduler and the global memory can serve only
one request at a time. The queues require sufficiently large
buffer to hide the data access latency. The required size of
the buffer, in turn, depends on how promptly the queue
scheduler can serve the requests. Thus, it is related to the
scheduling algorithm used by the queue scheduler. In this
section, we highlight the relationship between the two and
specify the characteristic of the queue scheduler essential to
hide the latency.

To hide the memory access latency, the queues need to
saturate the link between the global memory and the queue
scheduler. This happens when the aggregate rate of data
access by the cores is greater than or equal to the memory
throughput. Therefore, for this analysis, we assume that
the computation is bandwidth-bounded. We use the level-
0 model for this analysis which has only two levels of
memories - the M0 buffer and the global memory. However,
the results are expandable to the level-3 model with more
than two levels of memories.

A core uses advance(w) or push(w,t) operation of a queue
that triggers access to the global memory. These opera-
tions cause instantaneous surge in the data access demand.
While these instructions for the queue could be distributed
throughout the sustainable window, the worst surge hap-
pens when they are clustered at the beginning or end of the
window. Let Di,max; i = 1, ..., N , where N is the number
of queues on a single core, be the total data access demand
of all the clustered requests of the queue qi, also called as
burst size of the queue. We will use this worst-case limit
to analyze the buffer size of the queue required to hide
the data access latency. Let’s assume that the queue qi uses
ni ≥ 1 blocks (=niωg words) of space in the queue buffer
on the core to hide the latency. Let’s assume that each queue
initiates data access request as soon as the buffer has enough
space to perform at least one block of data access. This
would happen when the core calls advance(w) or push(w,t)
operation on the queue. Also, the number of blocks it would
request is at most

⌈
Di,max

ωg

⌉
. At this point, the amount of

buffer space available to the queue for further processing
is at least

(
ni −

⌈
Di,max

ωg

⌉)
ωg words. The maximum num-

ber of windows that can be executed using this data is

αi =

⌊(
ni−

⌈
Di,max

ωg

⌉)
ωg

Di,max

⌋
. Since the kernel is bandwidth-

bounded, the minimum time required to compute a window
is pDmin

Bp
on p cores. Here, Dmin is the minimum amount of

data accessed by any window of the kernel. Therefore, for
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the queue qi, the time required to fetch
⌈
Di,max

ωg

⌉
blocks must

be less than the time required to compute αi windows. Let’s
say that this time is τi. Therefore, we get following relation.


(
ni −

⌈
Di,max

ωg

⌉)
ωg

Di,max

 pDmin

Bp
≥ τi

(
ni −

⌈
Di,max

ωg

⌉)
ωg

Di,max

 ≥ τi Bp

pDmin(
ni −

⌈
Di,max

ωg

⌉)
ωg

Di,max
≥ τi

Bp

pDmin
+ 1

ni ≥ τi
Bp

pDmin

Di,max

ωg
+
Di,max

ωg
+

⌈
Di,max

ωg

⌉
(2)

Hence, the least buffer size (in terms of the number of
blocks) required for the queue i to hide the latency is given
by Equation 3.

ni =

⌈
τi

Bp

pDmin

Di,max

ωg
+
Di,max

ωg
+

⌈
Di,max

ωg

⌉⌉
(3)

This shows that the buffer size required for each queue to
hide the latency is bounded as long as the time required to
serve the

⌈
Di,max

ωg

⌉
blocks of data from the global memory is

bounded. This makes the schedules such as those belonging
to the class of round robin (RR) [21], virtual clock [22], fair
queuing (FQ) [23], [24] etc. suitable candidates for the queue
scheduler policy, but not a schedule such as first-come-
first-serve (FCFS) since it may provide unbounded service
time to the queues that make infrequent requests. Note that
the first-ready first-come-first-serve (FR-FCFS) [25] DRAM
specific schedule reduces to simple FCFS schedule for this
model since one block in this model is the same as a row
buffer of the DRAM. Better the worst-case bound for τi,
smaller is the buffer size requirement. For a homogeneous
kernel, this relation reduces to Equation 4.

ni =

⌈
τi
Bp

pD

Di

ωg
+
Di

ωg
+

⌈
Di

ωg

⌉⌉
(4)

For simple round-robin scheduler, τi is given by Equa-
tion 5.

τi = p
ωg

Bp

N∑
j=1

⌈
Dj

ωg

⌉
(5)

In this case, the queue buffer size on a single core
required to hide the latency is given by,

∆0,latency

= ωg

N∑
i=1

ni

= ωg

 N∑
i=1

 1

D

N∑
j=1

⌈
Dj

ωg

⌉
Di +

Di

ωg
+

⌈
Di

ωg

⌉


< ωg

 N∑
i=1

 1

D

N∑
j=1

⌈
Dj

ωg

⌉
Di +

Di

ωg
+

⌈
Di

ωg

⌉
+ 1


< ωg

2
N∑
j=1

⌈
Dj

ωg

⌉
+
D

ωg
+N

 (6)

In general, Equation 7 gives the total queue buffer size.
The read queues use the excess space of ∆0,look-back = ∆0 −
∆0,latency words for the look-back access. It is distributed
among them in proportion to the size of their value types so
that they can provide the same look-back distance (in terms
of the number of instances of the value type) to the kernel
computation.

∆0 = ∆0,latency + ∆0,look-back (7)

3.2 Estimation of the Queue Overhead
The cost analysis of a queue streaming computation takes
into account the overhead of activation and deactivation of
Cg- and C1-queues. The overhead of a read queue is due
to the time required to fill the M0 queue buffer before it
can start supplying the data to the core. For a write queue,
it is due to the time required to empty the buffer content.
The overhead of a Cg-step is og , and that of a C1-step is
o1. The overhead depends on the number of read and write
queues used by the computation per core, the burst size of
each queue, and the number of cores that take part in the
computation.

Let’s assume that Qr,g is the set of read queues and
Qw,g is the set of write queues of a Cg-step. As described in
Section 3.1, a read queue qi ∈ Qr,g requests

⌈
Di,max

ωg

⌉
blocks

of size ωg words each time it has enough space in the M0
or M1 buffer to store the fetched data. After activation of
the read queues, the cores cannot begin the computation
until each read queue on each core has obtained at least the
data of the first request from the queue scheduler. The cores
also halt after the finalization phase until data in all the
Cg-write-queues is flushed to the memory. Each Cg-write-
queue qi ∈ Qw,g uses ni blocks of the M0/M1 buffer space.
Let’s assume that p cores take part in the computation. Then,
the total overhead is given by Equation 8.

og =
p · ωg

(∑
{i|qi∈Qr,g}

⌈
Di,max

ωg

⌉
+
∑
{i|qi∈Qw,g} ni

)
min(Bg, p ·Bc)

(8)

Similarly, the overhead of a C1-step is given by Equation
9. Here, Qr,1 and Qw,1 are the sets of C1 read and write
queues, respectively.

o1 =
p · ω1

(∑
{i|qi∈Qr,1}

⌈
Di,max

ω1

⌉
+
∑
{i|qi∈Qw,1} ni

)
min(B1, p ·Bc)

(9)
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4 RELATED WORK

There are primarily two hardware solutions to improve
performance of computations - cache-based multi-core or
many-core processors and multi-context processors. Both of
these approaches require certain algorithmic modifications
to improve performance, that take into account the charac-
teristics of the hardware as well as the algorithm.

A hierarchical cache reduces the effective latency of
data access. Applications need to use cache blocking to
benefit from the cache. It involves progressive partitioning
or agglomeration of the computational tasks into chunks
such that the working set of each chunk fits in some
level of the cache. Larger than the optimal chunk size
causes cache thrashing, increases the effective latency, and
degrades performance. Smaller than the optimal chunk
size also degrades performance due to the increase in the
chunking overhead that results from chunk scheduling [16],
duplication of the data and computation at the chunk
boundaries [26], read-after-write coherency traffic between
the core private caches [16]. The amount of data movement
across different levels of the memory hierarchy (a.k.a. cache
complexity) is used to measure the effectiveness of a cache
blocking strategy since lower cache complexity implies bet-
ter execution time. Therefore, many models of computation
focus on determining cache complexity of algorithms on a
cache-based processor. They differ in the type of assump-
tions they make about the operation of the cache.

The red-blue pebble game [27] targets architectures that
have a limited-capacity fast memory, an unlimited-capacity
slow memory, and a single processing element. The exter-
nal memory model [28] considers that the data transfers
between the memories in blocks. The parallel disk model
[29], [30] considers parallel access to the external memory
units by either a single processor or network-connected
processors. Memory hierarchy game (MHG) [31] extends
the red-blue pebble model [27] to unicore processors with
multiple levels of cache. The model assumes blocked data
transfer between the memories. There are other models that
target multi-level cache architectures such as the hierar-
chical memory model (HMM) [32], the blocked hierarchi-
cal memory (BT) model [33]. The BT model distinguishes
between streaming access and scattered access. Alpern et
al. [34] proposed the uniform memory hierarchy (UMH)
model that models a unicore processor with a hierarchical
memory. It assumes that the memory capacity, block size,
and the latency of each memory grows exponentially with
its level. Their work points out that, for an architecture with
exponentially increasing latency with the level of memory,
the constant factors in the complexity analysis matter. They
briefly discussed an extension of the UMH for parallel
computations. The parallel external memory (PEM) model
[35] assumes that the processor contains multiple cores.
Each core has a private cache that stores data in blocks of
a fixed size. The cores share an external memory. The data
transfer between the two levels of memories takes place in
blocks. To communicate with one another, the cores need
to write and read the data to the external memory. Savage
and Zubair [36] proposed a universal multi-core model
(UMM) that extend the memory hierarchy game (MHG) of
[31] to a multi-core processor with various degrees of cache

sharing. The objective of the model is to determine the I/O
complexity at each level of the cache. They observed that
appropriate blocking of the computation DAG results in
better cache complexity. The work-stealing scheduler [14] is
suitable for multi-core processor in which each processor
has a private cache and a shared external memory. The
parallel depth first (PDF) scheduler [15], [37] improves cache
performance of fine grained computations on a multi-core
processor in which the cores share a cache level. It per-
forms better compared to the work-stealing scheduler on
a processor with a shared cache [38]. The CONTROLLED-
PDF scheduler [16] improves cache complexity of the PDF
schedule for divide and conquer algorithms on a multi-core
processor in which each core has a private L1 cache and a
shared L2 cache. It partitions the computations into blocks
that fit in the L2 cache and then allow the cores to execute
each block in parallel using the parallel depth first schedule
(PDF). This strategy reduces cache misses at both the private
and shared caches. The Multi-BSP model [20] assumes a hi-
erarchy of memory units with varying degree of nesting and
sharing between the processing elements. It defines a nested
computation structure that follows the memory hierarchy,
and an optimality criteria based on cache misses at each
memory level. Each level in the computation hierarchy has
computation, communication, and synchronization phases
similar to the BSP model [19].

These models estimate the bounds on the number of data
movements between cache levels under different architec-
tural constraints. Tighter bounds indicate an I/O efficient
algorithm, but not necessarily the best algorithm. In a cache
hierarchy with exponentially growing latency and capacity
with the level of the cache, the constant factors cannot be
neglected if the aim of the analysis is to choose the best
algorithm.

Precise estimation of running time is essential for plan-
ning computation schedule. Though cache complexity esti-
mates the actual cache hits and misses, it does not neces-
sarily reflect the actual running time of a computation. The
data access cost of an algorithm depends on a number of
hardware parameters (such as cache type, capacity, latency,
replacement policy, banked access, coverage of hardware
prefetchers, memory controller scheduling policy, DRAM
structure, etc.) and interaction of the algorithm with the
hardware (such as scattered or streaming access, cache hit
rate, bank conflicts, DRAM row buffer hit rate, etc.). For in-
stance, the cost analysis proposed by the models represents
true execution time as long as the processor performs only
on-demand data access, but when it is capable of speculative
prefetching, the cost can differ by one or two orders of mag-
nitude for a given problem size. Therefore, in addition to the
I/O volume, it is necessary to pay attention to the nature of
data access, and the available hardware features to get an
accurate prediction of execution time. For this purpose, a
model that specifies not only the memory parameters but
also the mechanism of data movement across the memory
hierarchy is essential.

The multi-core models (such as Multi-BSP [20] or UMM
[36]) assume that the cores share a level of cache. This allows
the cores to perform fine-grained concurrent data access
and synchronization via the shared cache at a much lower
(compared to the DRAM), but non-negligible cost. Though
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the models account for the cost and propose schedules that
reduce the occurrences of synchronization and concurrent
access, the algorithms based on these schedules have to bear
the cost. This results in lower performance compared to the
peak machine capacity.

Some models assume that placement of data in memory
hierarchy is explicit, but it is often not the case since the
cache is inherently transparent and reactive. Such a cache
requires an optimal replacement policy that is capable of ac-
curately predicting data reuse. In present architectures, the
I/O cost depends on specifics of the replacement policy that
is sufficiently non-standardized and undocumented that it
makes it difficult to predict the execution time of algorithms
on real processors or to guarantee portable performance
across various processor generations, particularly if near
maximum throughput is desired.

Parallel slackness can also be used to reduce the effec-
tive latency of the data access. Many modern processors
provide concurrent execution contexts on each core that
simultaneously generate data access requests [6], [7], [39],
[40], [41]. Since the context switch overhead is negligible,
if a context stalls for data, another ready context can be
quickly scheduled for execution. In contrast to cache-based
processors, these architectures aim to lower not only the
memory latency, but also the arithmetic latency and any
other latencies in the computation by overlapping many
concurrent computation paths. This allows a computation
to attain the peak computational throughput of the core,
provided they use an optimal amount of concurrency. A
lower than the optimal concurrency exposes partial latencies
to the computation, and degrades performance. A higher
than the optimal concurrency reduces the availability of the
shared resources (such as registers, scratchpad etc.), which
also reduces the performance of the computation due to
higher effective latency. In practice, the optimal concurrency
depends on the characteristics of the computation and the
target processor. There are performance models for these
architectures [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47]. Volkov [47] high-
lighted the interaction between the concurrency, memory
latency and throughput, arithmetic latency and throughput,
and the arithmetic intensity of the computation. The model
categorizes the computation as bandwidth bounded or
compute-bounded, and shows that for a compute-bounded
computation concurrency is primarily required to hide the
latency of arithmetic instructions in contrast to a bandwidth-
bounded computation where it is primarily required to hide
the memory access latency. Their experimental results show
that as the arithmetic intensity approaches the threshold
between the compute and bandwidth boundedness, the
minimum required concurrency increases, sometimes to a
level that is not supported by the processor. Using architec-
tural and algorithmic techniques that allow a bandwidth-
bounded computation to achieve the peak bandwidth of
the memory system is the only way to improve its flop
rate, other than fundamentally changing the computation
to make it compute-bounded, which is infeasible in many
cases.

Though scattered data access gives much convenience
for algorithm design, it comes with penalties at both the
hardware and software layers. It is not possible to specu-
latively prefetch data accessed in a complex pattern since

the hardware to do so is complex and may take a large
amount of chip area or it may not cover all the use cases
[8], [9], [48]. Therefore, algorithms that rely on scattered
access need to use a cache-based or multi-context processor.
Both of these approaches suffer from following issues. First,
both of the hardware solutions make hardware design com-
plicated. In a cache-based processor, the cache coherency
required to support fine-grained concurrent scattered access
is expensive, especially when the number of cores grow. A
multi-context processor requires a hardware scheduler for
the dynamic scheduling of the contexts. Second, the fine
grained scattered access causes low utilization of DRAM
row buffers and increases the energy consumption. Finally,
both the hardware solutions make it harder to model ex-
ecution time of algorithms. On a cache-based processor, it
requires consideration of cache type, associativity, capacity,
latency, and replacement policy (which is non-standard and
undocumented), and cache miss rate of the computation.
On a multi-context processor, it requires consideration of
memory throughput and latency, arithmetic throughput and
latency, concurrency, and arithmetic intensity. This makes it
harder to determine impact of algorithmic changes on the
overall performance, ensure performance portability, or to
determine the best algorithm. In contrast to the scattered
access, streaming access requires a simple hardware to hide
the memory latency, does not require significantly large con-
currency, and reduces energy wastage due to higher utiliza-
tion of DRAM row buffers. Also, it is much easier to reason
about algorithmic changes since the performance model
requires consideration of only the processor’s arithmetic
and memory throughput, and the algorithm’s arithmetic
intensity, and data volume, which are known in advance
for many algorithms.

The models and hardware features surveyed in this
section are applicable to general computations, but they
provide little insight into finer optimizations that are driven
by the physical constraints on the nature of data storage
(e.g. banked data storage in DRAM) and the fundamental
limitations on efficient data access (e.g. utilization of entire
DRAM row buffers and streaming access). In contrast to
the earlier work, the QSM shows the inter-relationship
between the execution time and the design parameters
of the memory storage, memory controller, and DRAM
(demonstrated in detail in PART-2). Here, the focus is not on
modeling existing processor architectures, but on providing
theoretical justification for the minimal essential features of
a processor necessary to make the data access latency-free.
The features have their roots in the fundamental physical
constraints on the data storage and access. It also promotes a
programming model that abides by these constraints. By its
nature, the model allows precise estimation of the execution
time of a model-conforming algorithm and gives insight
into finer optimization opportunities. For example, the QSM
determines the look-back size from the data access rate of
each queue and the policy used by the queue scheduler.
This estimation allows an algorithm to adapt the data layout
that can successfully make the data access latency-free.
See the analysis of the sparse matrix-vector multiplication
presented in PART-2. It shows that the data access cost is
predictable. Therefore, the execution time is also predictable
for the bandwidth-bounded computation.
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5 EXTENSIONS OF THE QSM

In this section, we describe possible extensions of the QSM
that provide additional features on top of the base model
features.

5.1 Core Level Parallel Features

The model does not specify the capabilities of the core,
but modern systems will be composed of cores that utilize
the pipeline and vector (SIMD) parallel execution modes.
Both the forms of parallelism will share the M0 buffer,
and the instructions will have to be scheduled to exploit
this parallelism. A straightforward way to schedule this
parallelism is to interleave a number of virtual instruction
streams so that sufficient consecutive accesses to memory
are guaranteed to be independent. This naive approach may
squander the valuable local high-speed memory resource,
reducing opportunities for data reuse. In cases where the
computation is severely bandwidth limited, it may be more
productive to limit the core parallelism in order to increase
data reuse. In addition, more sophisticated scheduling poli-
cies can be used that can take advantage of the implicit
synchronization implied by the core internal parallelism.

In case of the pipeline parallelism for static applica-
tions, an offline scheduler can reorder operations in an
instruction stream in order to improve pipeline utilization,
similar to what would be performed by a dynamic out-of-
order execution hardware. When the stream does not have
sufficient parallelism to fully hide pipeline latencies, a small
number of virtual instruction streams may be interleaved to
achieve a balance between computational performance and
utilization of the local high-speed memory resources.

For SIMD parallelism, the instruction stream can again
be reordered to exploit vector instructions. In this case, each
SIMD lane operates on different data items with the same
operation, which provides an inexpensive (both in terms
of power and chip area) way to boost the computational
throughput of a core. On a QSP, the SIMD lanes share the
M0 buffer and the queues. That is, the advance and push
operations on the queues are performed on behalf of all the
SIMD lanes. Theoretically, the lanes can access any data in
the local memory and the look-back buffer. However, prac-
tical considerations on the design of the memories require
a banked access. In this case, the SIMD lanes that access
data from the same bank produce conflicts that reduce per-
formance and make the execution time unpredictable if the
conflicts are not resolved with a static schedule. In addition
to this, the SIMD lanes should provide an inexpensive way
to permute the data they own in their registers. A flexible
permutation allows the lanes to form producer-consumer
relationships between them and avoid the need to access
the local memory. Ultimately, such schedules would be able
to make better use of the look-back and local memory to
compress bandwidth through data reuse.

Ultimately the management of the core internal paral-
lelism can be seen as an issue that is orthogonal to the
overall queue streaming strategy: Logically the core com-
putations are independent of one another and cores access
main memory through a set of queues.

5.2 Fine Grained Synchronization

The QSM requires that the cores synchronize whenever
all the queues that access data from a level of memory
(e.g. C1-queues or Cg-queues) deactivate. A motivation for
this arrangement is to avoid expensive cache coherency
that is required to simulate a fine-grained synchronization.
This makes the hardware simple to design and implement.
However, in an advanced schedule, it may be necessary to
synchronize a subset of the cores. The QSM can be extended
to support the fine-grained synchronization by allowing
computations to group a subset of queues so that whenever
all the queues in a group deactivate, all the cores that use
them synchronize.

5.3 Multi-level Memories

The level-3 model could be extended by having more than
two levels of the queue buffers (with associated queues and
queue scheduler), each with a larger capacity and block size
compared to the previous level, and corresponding nested
steps in the computational structure. This structure would
produce a further reduction in the bandwidth cost of an
algorithm compared to the level-3 model.

5.4 Emulation on a Cache-based Processor

The proposed programming model, at least without sig-
nificant software support infrastructure, will not be able
to support traditional multi-threaded programming mod-
els. As a result, this could present a barrier to adoption.
However, the features documented in this model can be
simulated on modern cache-based systems by making the
hardware prefetchers, cache replacement policies, and mem-
ory controller aware of the queue based memory accesses.
Such a system would allow for the implementation of band-
width optimized queue streaming computations without
necessarily abandoning existing software. The work in [49]
shows some promise in this direction. It indicates that on
some Intel processors, the QSM is implicitly supported in a
limited form.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described a queue streaming model
(QSM) for shared memory multi-core computing, and dis-
cussed its extensions. The model allows only block-by-block
streaming access to the data in the global memory via
the queues to ensure highest energy and time efficiency
of the latency-free data access. At the same time, it allows
consumption and production of data by the cores at a fine
granularity via the queue buffer. Also, the model follows
exclusive read and exclusive write (EREW) semantics for
performance predictability. On a cursory look, even though
the EREW blocked streaming access seems a significant hin-
drance for algorithm design, the demonstrated applications
in PART-2 suggest otherwise. In that paper, we showed that
the model is not only applicable to the static structured
computations such as merge sort, but also to scattered
access computations such as sparse matrix - dense vector
multiplication (SpMV), and to computations that require
dynamic load balancing such as MapReduce [11]. In that
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paper, we also demonstrated various optimization opportu-
nities available to these algorithms depending on the level
of the QSM supported by a particular processor. The cost
analysis allows us to determine the exact execution time
of a model-conforming algorithm on a model-conforming
processor, that reflects the contributions from the finer op-
timizations used by the implementation. This is especially
important if the objective of the analysis is to determine the
best implementation of an algorithm on a given processor.
Such type of analysis is useful for runtime systems that
need to estimate the execution time before generating the
computation schedule on a real hardware as well as to
hardware designers who need to choose design parameters
for new architectures. In addition, the hardware features
proposed by the model do not preclude the possibility
that a multi-core processor can support a queue streaming
mode that conforms to the model alongside the traditional
cache-based, fine-grained multi-core computing mode for
backward compatibility.

The model highlights various aspects of the hardware
that is necessary to ensure latency-free, low-cost access
to the data in the global memory as well as lays out
the computational structure for the software developers to
achieve predictable execution time of the algorithms. This
type of model provides a road map for hardware vendors
to support a stable set of features that is necessary to justify
the software investment in runtime and scheduling systems
that the shared memory multi-core architectures desperately
need.

Finally, since the chip area is a limited resource, satu-
ration in the attainable transistor density will compel pro-
cessor designers to judiciously use the chip area, which is
primarily devoted to arithmetic units, high-speed memory
system, and control circuits. The minimal control structure
required for the QSM provides larger chip area for the
arithmetic units and the memory system. In addition to this,
the cost analysis provides hardware designers an insight
into the algorithmic implications of the design decisions.
Thus, the model serves as a bridge between the hardware
designers and the software developers.
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